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From Reader Review Night Visions (Night Series) for online ebook

Beth (^v^)/ says

A copy of this book was provided by the author/LOP Group for an honest review.

Sam hears voices and sees things - she thinks that she may be going a bit crazy. Until an old love, Ian, shows
up at her home and whisks her away to help her brother. Ian has been gone a long time, and needs Sam's
help.

Unfortunately, I did not connect with any of the characters. I had issues with Sam going off with Ian in the
very beginning, with very little explanation why. The story started out so strongly, but when I couldn't
understand her character's motivation, the rest of it didn't work for me. It was a good story in general, but not
for me.

Kelli McCracken says

If the cover alone doesn't draw you in, the story will. I couldn't put my kindle down.

This story follows Sam Cade, a paranormal writer who is plagued by visions and voices. She think's she is
losing her mind, or getting too involved in the abnormal world she writes about...until her past comes
storming back into her life. A past that makes her heart flutter every time she looks inside hazel eyes.

Ian Behr left Sam years ago with a broken heart and unanswered questions. When he shows back up,
unannounced, Sam isn't sure whether to believe anything he says. Even if he says the reason he is there is to
escort her back to her brother, who needs her help. Sam is reluctant, but gives in...and so begins the journey.

This book is full of laugh-out-loud moments as much as ones that will make you swoon. And let's not forget
about the action. The storyline moves along at a great pace. One that will have you turning pages and trying
to guess what happens next. I highly recommend to anyone who enjoys paranormal romance. The shifter
storyline isn't like any I've ever read before. Great read!

Ladonnal says

I was given this book by Lovers of Paranormal Romance, in exchange for an honest review. Night Visions is
the first in a new series by Elena Grey. With shifters, ghost and other creatures that go bump in the night, this
novel packed with steamy romance and suspense. The story moved at a fast pace and kept me interested all
the way through. The only complaint that I have is that it could have been a little more detailed. In some
areas something would be mentioned or hinted at without giving an in depth explanation. As far as this series
goes, I will definitely be giving this one a try. It's a great beginning to a new shifter
series.http://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/1...



Ariella says

I was given this book in exchange for honest review (LoP). I love reading this book it was amazing.
Samantha Cade hears voices and visions and Ian Behr has just return. Samantha loves Ian but he never told
her that he was leaving. Overall a great read I highly recommend this book.

Rachel Olson says

I've seriously started over three times trying to think of the right things to say about Night Visions, and I'm
seriously speechless. As a debut novel, Elena Gray really has given herself a high expectation level with any
upcoming novels. With mystery, suspense, romance and intrigue, Night Visions never wavered or fell short.

I love a book that just sucks you right in. Night Visions provides a certain "comfort" appeal that allows the
reader to step into the shoes of the main character and go traipsing around with her on her haphazard journey
to discover who - and what - she is. It's been what seems like a lifetime since I read it, and I still constantly
think about the storyline. I look forward to being able to purchase this in print, and adding it to my
bookshelf. It's definitely worth rereading again and again!

I'm desperate for more Elena Gray! I can't wait to see what else she has in store for these characters. Night
Visions is easily a 5 star novel. It won't let you down!

Tishia (Paperback Opinion) says

Night Visions by Elena Gray is a really good paranormal romance story. It's about a woman named
Samantha (Sam), who hears voices in her head and has bad dreams on a nightly basis. She thinks that maybe
she is going crazy, but then realizes that her visions and dreams are premonitions.

This book definitely has a spooky vibe to it – especially the first half when you didn't really know what was
going on. Probably not the best book for me to read late at night, while the wind was howling through the
windows. Sam kept feeling like she was being watched, and I would have to go close my blinds. My mind
tends to go into overdrive sometimes.

Things get interesting when Ian comes back into Sam's life. He was her best friend and the boy she fell in
love with. He had suddenly left town, and Sam didn't hear anything from him for six long years. Naturally,
Sam is furious with him. He tells her that it's important that she comes with him, but he won't tell her why –
just that it has something to do with her brother.

While on their journey, there is a lot of sexual tension between Ian and Sam. She feels betrayed by him, but
can't help herself from falling for him all over again. Ian is a great guy, and did what he did in order to
protect Sam. Ian and Sam are two strong and interesting characters. Ian is keeping many secrets, which come
out slowly throughout the book. Sam learns that everyone in her life has kept secrets from her, so you can't
help but sympathize with her.

This book has a lot of action, mystery and suspense to go along with the romance. It has a lot going on that
will keep you turning the pages. It sounds like this is the beginning of a series. In the afterword, the author



mentions that the next book with feature Eve and Trent – 2 people that are supporting characters in this book.

Mona says

 I was given this book in exchange for honest review (LoP)

*SPOILERS AHEAD* I'm too annoyed to hide them.

I honestly don't know where to start. I had a love/hate relationship with this book. There was too much
cramped in and at times I felt rushed through a scene that would interest me and then slow down at less
important bits.

Sam oh Sam how you annoyed the f*#k out of me woman! First you go off with Ian like he only left for a
week, NOT FOR SIX YEARS! Without so much as a goodbye, may I add. Lets not forget that his
explanation SUCKED! I don't care if I feel like his my soul mate and I can't live without him, I have pride!

Then your doubting if you should leave with him, even though you agreed in a heart beat to go...huh? You
have warnings knocking you out left, right and center, but yet you choose to ignore them? Its no wonder
everyone is hiding things from you and lying.

After their departure from her house for their trip to "supposedly" go help her brother, the book took on a
horror movie cliche feel to it. Seriously...stopping at a deserted motel, then deciding to take a swim in the
pool at night, just before a storm?

Then after all most of the secrets are revealed about what Sam is and why she has these dreams and hears
voices, Sam decides she needs time by herself instead of hounding Ian and Trent (Ian's friend) for all the
information she can get. She's so in denial on what she is and the obvious signs in front of her.

OMG that love scene...? What the hell? One second Ian wants to reveal something to her (which had me
excited that finally their going to talk, all will be revealed and they'll connect) then the next Sam wants to
jump Ian's bones to 'forget'.

I felt like them sleeping together was just added for the sake of calling this book a romance. I did not feel any
connection between these two characters. It felt like I was just reading words and not actually feeling it.



The ending...I'll need a whole new review just for that part, so I'll try to sum it up with:

-Ian gets a call and leaves, its a trap...
-Sam gets attacked, loses consciousness,
-Their in a car accident leaving the house,
-Sam gets taken, loses consciousness,
-Sam wakes up to discover Scott (old friend) has her, then loses consciousness,
-Sam somehow had a chance to escape but explores instead,
-Sam goes through her transition (did I forget to mention she's also a shifter) then loses consciousness,
for an hour? no one come looking for her?
-When she does leave...dom, dom, dom she gets caught, loses consciousness from being tranquilized by
Scott,
-Wakes up and telepathically (its a shifter thing and yes Ian is a shifter too) tells Ian to piss off because
she thinks she protecting him, then does more exploring.
-When the battle starts (no clue who started it) she unleashes some powers, kills all the bad guys.
-Then some how (with help from a dead descendant goddess) she brings Ian back from the dead.

-Love declarations are exchanged. The End.

This book left me with more questions and a whole heap of WTF's. It was like reading through the fog and
missing out on all the good bits.

P.S For those of you who want to know why I rated this 2 stars not 1...well that was for Ian. His HOT...

and I liked these quotes:

 His love for her tore at his soul, an ache so deep, so raw that it stole the air he breathed.

When my lips touched your, everything else stopped. Nothing existed except me and you.

I would never let anything happen to you. I would die first.

Charissa Nelson says

I am a huge sucker for a good paranormal romance and Elena Gray did not disappoint with Night Visions.
From the beautiful cover to the last page I was pulled in, anxiously turning every page. The story introduces
us to Sam Cade, a bestselling author, who lives a quiet life with her dog, Ginger. As the story progresses we
learn that Sam’s life is not as quiet as it appears. She is haunted by visions and whispers in her head and feels
that she is missing a big secret part of her life. Will her best friend, Ian, who left her six years earlier be the
key to unlocking these secrets? Or will the voices telling her not to trust him possibly be referring to the sexy
hunk of a man she has known her whole life. The story of Sam and Ian picks up pace and becomes more
suspenseful with every passing page. But Elena Gray does not stick to the suspense and mystery. She shows



the reader a glimpse of true love and romance that will cause goose bumps. I loved the story being told from
the point of view of both Sam and Ian and felt that added to the beautiful descriptiveness that made me feel
like I was standing in the middle of the action. I look forward to reading the next story in this series and
seeing what Ms. Gray has in store for us.

By Charissa Nelson for Platinum Book Reviews

S. Policar says

While this story is good, I had a hard time getting into it. I found the beginning rather slow and honestly
dreaded picking it up again. I found no real errors, only seriously like one to two spelling errors and I think
four instances where if the sentence would have began with a noun instead of starting with verb, it would
have sounded better. However the four instances this occurred in, I had to read the sentence three times to
understand it.
Around chapter six is when the story started to get interesting enough to hold my attention. Pretty much from
there on out it held my attention enough to finish the entire book in less than a day. The story will touch on
an array of different emotions and is every fast paced.
The characters are very well thought out and it's easy to slip into each character that controls whatever scene
the reader is reading. There were a couple of small loopholes that while I eagerly awaited them to be filled,
sadly they were not. Hopefully they will be dealt with in the sequel.
I give this book 3 of 5 paws.

Reviewed by
S.Cu'Anam Policar
Freaky Fiction Writing Author

Cu's Ebook Giveaways Owner
Fae Books Tour Host/Reviewer
Girls <3 Books Tours Host
LadyAmber's Book Tours Host
B3 Book Tours Host
I Am A Reader Not A Writer Blog Tour Host
Shades of Rose Marketing Tour Host
GWR Tour Host
As You Wish Tour Host

Ashley Stoyanoff says

This book was packed full with sexy romance, suspense, and action. There really never was a dull moment.
An awesome start to a series.



Samantha Cade is anything but average. She sees things, mostly death, and she is pretty sure she is losing her
mind. She lives alone with her dog Ginger, and with a lot of effort she manages to keep her head on
straight—sort of. But when the only man that she ever loved returns after vanishing six years ago, her life
gets … complicated. Secrets, betrayal, paranormal hotness; Night Visions has it all, and will leave you
begging for more.

I adored Ian and Samantha. Their attraction was perfect and not perfect all at the same time. They had their
issues, and a past, so it really wasn’t a love at first sight thing, more of a lost love rekindled. Their
relationship was refreshing.

The simple descriptions were prefect. Gray starts the scenes and settings in her imagination and lets the
reader finish them. One of my biggest pet peeves is when an author goes overboard in the description area,
and essentially buries the actual story in fluff. You won’t find that with Night Visions. The descriptions are
meaningful, and well placed, enhancing the story instead of drowning it.

My only issue, and the reason for the four stars, is that some of the events that happened within the story
could have used more of an explanation. I won’t say anything else here because I don’t want to give anything
away but, at times I felt like something that should have been a big event in the story was accepted by
Samantha and then brushed over quickly.

Overall, this was a great read, and I’m really looking forward to the next installment. If you are looking for a
quick read with some steamy romance, this book is perfect.

Hbeebti says

This was really great. Fast paced and had me hooked from the very beginning. By the end you are left with
questions. Like what happened to Eve? Scott? In fact I have several questions about Scott. I really hope that
there is more to this.

Sarah Louise says

Free on amazon ;-)

Amy says

www.the-book-diaries.blogspot.com

Ok, first off the book cover alone is awesome, and perfect for the story. When you first start reading Night
Visions, you have no idea where this is going to go. It has so much mystery surrounding it and it keeps you
reading. As little bits and pieces are given about the characters, their background, and reason for their
actions, you begin a love hate relationship with them. I went back and forth constantly with feelings about
them. I love that in a story, plus the unpredictability to it. You are not overwhelmed with too many
characters in the story, but as it advances you are introduced to additional characters that will play an
important role with story development. The main focus of Night Visions is the relationship rebuilding of



Sam and Ian which is all over the place. To be together, not be together, will it work out, do I want to be with
him again, can I trust him, the list goes on. I liked that you never knew whether they would be together or not
in the end. This is not just a love/romance story by any means. There is much mystery, action, and suspense
to it that the romance is just an added bonus :) I am anxiously awaiting the next book. I hope you enjoy!

Leanne says

Elena Gray writes an intriguing paranormal story with wonderful descriptions that make each scene come
alive for you.

The Heroine in this book is Sam Cade (short for Samantha). She is a career writer who is quite naive. For
what she lacks in street smarts she makes up for it in courage. Sam has been having disturbing nightmares
which has been making her question her own sanity.

Though Sam's life has been filled with a wonderful career and friends she longs for her first-love Ian Behr.
He left her without a good-bye and no closure. Sam is unable to let go of the past and move on without
knowing what happened to make him leave.

Ian then shows up out of the blue after she has a peculiar day and makes it even weirder then before with a
request that she goes with him because her brother wants to see her. From there the blocks just come falling
down and all sorts of weird things happen and many secrets get revealed.

I really enjoyed the story. It has a great heart and structure to it. I however wish that there had been more
dialogue in it to keep the story moving at a quicker pace and a little less of the characters thoughts. Their
thoughts went a little too much into detail and could have been turned into dialogue. These things did not
take away from the great story though, I loved the imagination that was needed to create this story.

There was lots of secrets, deceptions and enough of a creep factor to make this paranormal read come alive.
This book was not found lacking when it came to the descriptions of the scenes, I was able to picture each
place in my minds eye just like if I had been watching it on television.

I recommend this book to all paranormal lovers also to those who love mystery and shifter novels.

I give this book 4 STARS!

Tracy says

Ok so the prologue definitely had me wanting more, it was written in a way to draw readers in and it worked
:-) (for me anyway haha).

I didnt have a clue what was going on when i was first reading this book (thought maybe its me being thick
haha), even though the author gave very slight snippets of information about Sam, but not enough to give
away the whole book,
I liked to fact it was written in both Sams and Ians POV because you always knew what they was both
thinking. This book was just full of secrets and lies that kept you guessing all the way through :-)



Further into the book everything started coming together and i was sat on the edge of my seat looking like
this :-O through most of it lol, there was so many surprising things that i just didnt know what to think, i
couldnt get through it quick enough wanting to know more :-) The connection between Sam and Ian was out
of this world and the author portrayed it so good i actually wanted my very own Ian haha, and who would of
guessed about Ginger ;-)

I really enjoyed this book, it had me gripped to the very end!!!

Recieved this book for my honest review, thank you :-)


